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      (RRP)      (School)

Servicing schools
for 34 years

1. 7 Good Reasons Not To Grow Up Graphic Novel (Jimmy Gownley)               $17.99   $16.20
Ahmed Singh’s best friend, Kirby Finn, has it all. Good looks, charm, brains, and a personality that 
inspires others to follow him. And his most inspiring contribution to his peers is his list of 7 Good 
Reasons Not to Grow Up, advice he dispenses as he helps his classmates get out of sticky situations. 
Yeah, everyone loves Kirby Finn. Of course, Ahmed can see through all of that. He knows the real 
Kirby Finn--if that is indeed his real name--and he’s not falling for the wonder boy act! Age 9+

2. Alex Rider Books 1-6 Graphic Novel Boxed Set (Anthony Horowitz)             $69.99   $63.00
The first six gripping graphic novel adaptations of Anthony Horowitz’s bestselling Alex Rider series 
are collected here, from Alex’s drafting into MI6 and confrontation with tech-magnate Herod Sayle, 
to his spacewalking takedown of the villainous Nikolai Drevin’s orbital weapon, Ark Angel. Follow 
Alex across the world as he takes on spine-chilling villains and uncovers vast conspiracies, armed 
only with his wits and an arsenal of high-tech gadgets. Slipcase includes Stormbreaker, Point Blanc, 
Skeleton Key, Eagle Strike, Scorpia, and Ark Angel. Age 13+

3. Allergic: Graphic Novel 
(Megan Wagner Lloyd And Michelle Mee Nutter)                                                     $17.99   $16.20
A semi-autobiographical coming-of-age graphic novel featuring a girl with severe allergies 
who just wants to find the perfect pet! At home, Maggie is the odd one out. Her parents are 
preoccupied with the new baby they’re expecting, and her younger brothers are twins and always 
in their own world. Maggie thinks a new puppy is the answer, but when she goes to select one on 
her birthday, she breaks out in hives and rashes. She’s severely allergic to anything with fur! Can 
Maggie outsmart her allergies and find the perfect pet? Graphic Novel-Allergies-Pets Age 9+

4. Animorphs Graphic Novel #1: Invasion: Graphic Novel 
(Ka Applegate And Chris Grine)                                                                                                      $16.99   $15.30
Jake could tell you about the night he and his friends saw a strange light in the sky that seemed 
to be heading right for them. That was the night five normal kids learned that humanity is under a 
silent attack-and were given the power to fight back. Now Jake, Rachel, Cassie, Tobias, and Marco 
can transform into some of the most dangerous creatures on Earth. And they must use that power 
to outsmart an evil greater than anything the world has ever seen... Graphic Novel-Science Fiction-
Aliens-War Age 9+ 

5. Baby-Sitters Club Graphix #10: Kristy And The Snobs Graphic Novel 
(Ann M Martin And Chan Chau)                                                                                                      $14.99   $13.50
Kristy’s mother got remarried and their family moved to the ritzy neighbourhood across town. The 
other members of the Baby-sitters Club think it’s a good opportunity to get some new business, 
but the kids who live nearby aren’t very friendly. They criticize Kristy’s clothes and make fun of 
the BSC. And, worst of all, they laugh at Louie, Kristy’s pet collie, who’s getting old and not feeling 
well. These kids are total snobs but if anyone can put them in their place, it’s the Baby-sitters Club! 
Age 8+ For all books in the series, type BABY-SITTERS CLUB GRAPHIX  into the search field at www.
pegiwiliams.com.au 

6. Big Nate Graphic Novel: Big Nate: In Your Face Graphic Novel 
(Lincoln Peirce)                                                                                                                   $17.99   $16.20
When you’re a sixth-grade dynamo like Nate Wright, life comes at you fast. Whether it’s a soccer 
ball to the head or another teacher tirade, surprises lurk around every corner. In the latest Big Nate 
collection, Nate’s friends issue the ultimate insult: they point out all the ways he resembles his 
arch-nemesis, Gina. Nate also scores a new job as an intern at Klassic Komix, and his master plan to 
carpet-bomb the school with Valentine’s Day cards goes seriously sideways. And when Nate gets 
dragged into a cringe-worthy party for the dreaded Mrs. Godfrey, what could possibly go wrong? 
With laughs, adventures, and jokes, In Your Face will make your head spin. Age 9+ For all books in 
the series,  type BIG NATE GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

FREE POSTAGE!
Click Here For 387 More Graphic Novel Titles
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7. Cranky Chicken Graphic Novel (Katherine Battersby)  $14.99   $13.50
Everything about Chicken is cranky. Cranky eyes, cranky eyebrows, super-sharp cranky beak, even cranky scratchy feet. And 
everything makes Chicken cranky. The sun is too bright, the dirt is too dirty. What Cranky Chicken is not is lonely. Nope, nope, 
definitely not. But then along comes a very cheerful worm named Speedy, who just wants to be friends. The first book in a 
charming illustrated series about mismatched friends who bring joy, companionship and a new perspective to each other’s lives. 
Perfect for fans of Elephant and Piggie and The Bad Guys. Graphic Novel-Friendship-Humour Age 6+

8. Dog Man #10: Dog Man: Mothering Heights: Graphic Novel (Dav Pilkey)  $17.99   $16.20
Dog Man is down on his luck, Petey confronts his not so purr-fect past, and Grampa is up to no good. The world is spinning out 
of control as new villains spill into town. Everything seems dark and full of despair. But hope is not lost. Can the incredible power 
of love save the day? Dav Pilkey’s wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and explores universally positive 
themes, including love, empathy, kindness, persistence, and the importance of doing good. Age 7+ For all books in the series, type 
DOG MAN  into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

9. Emmie And Friends #5: Truly Tyler: Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)   $16.99   $15.30
A story about being your truest self-and trusting your truest friends-from bestselling author Terri Libenson. Perfect for fans of 
Raina Telgemeier and Shannon Hale. Cliques. Crushes. Comics. Middle school. Ever since Tyler started getting into art and hanging 
out with Emmie, his friends and teammates have been giving him a hard time. He wonders why can’t he nerd out on drawing 
and play ball. Emmie is psyched that she gets to work on a comics project with her crush, Tyler. But she gets the feeling that his 
friends don’t think she’s cool enough. Maybe it’s time for a total reinvention. . . Graphic Novel-Friendship-Growing Up Age 9+  For 
all books in the series, type EMMIE AND FRIENDS  into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

10. Far Out Fairy Tales: Dragon And The Swordmaker, The (Stephanie True Peters)   $11.99   $10.80
A nearby dragon sighting has area knights clamouring for new swords, but the village’s swordmaker is having trouble keeping up 
with orders. Then one morning he discovers a new sword waiting on his workbench. From its etched blade to its jewelled hilt, it’s 
a thing of beauty. The next morning, there are two, and the next there are three. The delighted sword maker hides in his workshop 
to see where these beautiful weapons are coming from. To his shock, they are the work of the dragon, himself. Dare the sword 
maker approach the talented beast? Enjoy this twist on the popular tale of The Elves and the Shoemaker in this graphic novel 
retelling for kids. Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales Age 8+ For all books in the series, type FAR OUT FAIRY TALES  into the 
search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

11. Friends Forever Graphic Novel (Shannon Hale And Leuyen Pham)   $22.99   $20.70
Shannon is in eighth grade, and life is more complicated than ever. Everyone keeps changing, her classmates are starting to date 
each other (but nobody wants to date her!), and no matter how hard she tries, Shannon can never seem to just be happy. As she 
works through her insecurities and undiagnosed depression, she worries about disappointing all the people who care about her. 
Is something wrong with her? Can she be the person everyone expects her to be? And who does she actually want to be? Age 11+ 

12. Geronimo Stilton Reporter #8: Hypno-Tick Tock Graphic Novel (Geronimo Stilton)   $16.99   $15.30
Geronimo Stilton, crusading news reporter and editor of The Rodent’s Gazette, has been working too much and is in desperate 
need of a break. He is getting sleepy, very sleepy, but he can’t actually fall asleep. Geronimo’s cousin Trap tells him about a 
specialist, the Great Ratswami, who hypnotizes mice to help them relax. Shortly after Geronimo’s meeting with the hypnotist, 
New Mouse City is plagued by a crime wave and Geronimo seems even more tired than ever! Something weird is going in New 
Mouse City, and the totally shocking answer will become front-page news! Graphic Novel  Age 7+ For all books in the series, type 
GERONIMO STILTON REPORTER  into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

13. Ghoul Next Door: Graphic Novel (Cullen Bunn And Cat Farris)   $22.99   $20.70
Eleven-year-old Grey lives in the legend-haunted New England town of Ander’s Landing, and he can’t help but feel like a pair of 
eyes is watching his every move. He discovers odd, gruesome bits and pieces from the graveyard that are left for him as gifts like 
art carved from bones or jewelry made from (hopefully not human) remains. Soon Grey is caught up in something bigger than 
he could ever have imagined. He finds himself drawn into a strange mystery involving a race of reclusive subterranean creatures-
ghouls, the eaters of the dead! Turns out, his secret admirer is a ghoul named Lavinia. An unlikely friendship forms between them. 
The only problem is, their friendship breaks traditions-and the punishment is a fate worse than death. Graphic Novel-Friendship-
Adventure-Supernatural Age 9+

14. Goldilocks: Wanted Dead Or Alive Graphic Novel (Chris Colfer And Jon Proctor)   $22.99   $20.70
When we first meet her in The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell, Goldilocks is a beautiful and tough-as-nails outlaw. Discover her 
origin story in this brand new, illustrated full-color graphic novel, as she takes you on adventures where she may or may not break 
a few laws along the way. Once upon a time, the kingdoms of the fairy-tale world lived in perfect harmony under the guidance 
of the Happily Ever After Assembly. But not all creatures and territories have been invited to this peaceful union. Monsters and 
criminals have found refuge in the Dwarf Forests, a land without rulers or law. When a plot by the Charming brothers is unveiled 
and threatens to push society’s unwanted from their homes, the fairy-tale world’s harmony and Goldilocks’ home are put in 
jeopardy... New and returning fans of the Land of Stories will fall in love with the adventures of Goldilocks before she met Alex and 
Conner Bailey. Fans will recognize familiar characters including Porridge, Jack, and Queen Red Riding Hood; and a ragtag team of 
misfits is introduced, including Puss in Boots, Little Miss Muffet, Pinocchio, and more. Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales

15. Grumpy Unicorn #3: Grumpy Unicorn Saves The World: Graphic Novel (Joey Spiotto)   $12.99   $11.70
Grumpy Unicorn returns in this laugh-out-loud graphic novel! Grumpy Unicorn is back home after hitting the road in his first 
graphic novel. There’s nothing that this Unicorn would love better than to just stay in, watch some TV, and veg out. But when his 
house is dirty, Grumpy decides to buy a cool self-cleaning robot... that due to a factory defect, is determined to conquer the world! 
It’s up to Grumpy to save the day in this hilarious, action-packed, ridiculous adventure! Age 7+ For all books in the series, type 
GRUMPY UNICORN  into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au
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16. Harriet Tubman: Toward Freedom Graphic Novel (Whit Taylor)   $19.99   $18.00
Harriet Tubman did something exceptionally courageous: she escaped slavery. Then she did something impossible: she went 
back. She underwent some thirteen missions to rescue around seventy enslaved people, using and expanding a network of 
abolitionists that became known as the Underground Railroad. She spent her life as an activist, speaking out for Black people 
and women’s suffrage. This modern account of her trip to save her brothers is detailed and authentic. Illustrated with care for the 
historical record, it offers insight into the life and mind of Tubman, displaying her as a woman with an unshakable desire to break 
the chains of an unjust society. It is a perfect anti-racist narrative for our times and leaves one with an understanding of just what 
freedom means to those who must fight for it. Graphic Novel Age 10+ 

17. Hippopotamister Graphic Novel (John Patrick Green)   $19.99   $18.00
The zoo isn’t what it used to be. It’s run-down and falling apart. Hippo hardly ever gets any visitors. So he decides to set off for the 
outside with his friend Red Panda. To make it in the human world, Hippo will have to become a Hippopotamister: he’ll have to 
act like a human, get a job, and wear a hat as a disguise. He’s a good employee, whether he’s a construction worker, a hair stylist, 
or a sous chef. But what he really needs is a job where he can be himself. Graphic Novel Age 6+

18. Hound Heroes #1: Beware The Claw!: Graphic Novel (Todd Goldman)   $14.99   $13.50
Meet the Hound Heroes: fearless Captain Chihuahua, the big-hearted Great, the Great Dane, super-speedy Poodle Girl, cyborg 
pup Power Pug, and the lovable yet irritating Super Sheep Dog. Together they make up a crack team of earth’s furriest heroes! 
In this first adventure, the Hound Heroes’ origin story is revealed when a spaceship crashes in their backyard, giving them 
superpowers! But they aren’t the only ones who benefit-neighbourhood alley cat The Claw also gains powers, and she only 
wants one thing: to destroy the Hound Heroes! A nonstop romp full of hilarious action, Hound Heroes is sure to be a hit with 
young fans of graphic novels. Age 6+

19. I Can Read Comics: Level 1: Clark The Shark And The School Sing 
(Bruce Hale And Guy Francis)   $9.99   $9.00
Clark the Shark makes his I Can Read Comic debut! Featuring a bold new comic style by Guy Francis and easy-to-read text by 
Bruce Hale, this Level One I Can Read Comic will have beginning readers ready to take a bite out of reading! Clark the Shark is 
excited about the School Sing! He can’t wait to sing. La-la-laaa! But when Mrs. Inkydink asks the class to sing and dance at the 
same time, Clark discovers that doing two things at once can be really challenging! Clark the Shark and the School Sing is a Level 
One I Can Read Comic, which means it’s perfect for shared reading with young readers new to graphic novel storytelling. Age 5+ 
For all books in the series, type I CAN READ COMICS  into the search field at www.pegiwiliams.com.au 

20. I Survived Graphic Novel: I Survived The Sinking Of The Titanic, 1912 Graphic Novel 
(Lauren Tarshis)   $15.99   $14.40
A thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis’s best-selling I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912, with text adapted 
by Georgia Ball and art by Haus Studio. George Calder must be the luckiest kid alive-he and his little sister, Phoebe, are sailing 
with their aunt on the Titanic, the greatest ship ever built! George can’t resist exploring every inch of the incredible boat, even if 
it gets him into trouble. But one night while George is off exploring, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Soon the impossible 
is happening: The Titanic is sinking. George has always gotten out of trouble before. Can he survive this nightmare? Graphic 
Novel-Disasters-Titanic Age 8+

21. Just Pretend Graphic Novel (Tori Sharp)   $19.99   $18.00
Tori has never lived in just one world. Since her parent’s divorce, she’s lives in both her mom’s house and her dad’s new apartment. 
And in both places, no matter how hard she tries, her family still treats her like a little kid. Then there’s school, where friendships 
and a crush alike are starting to feel more and more out of her hands. Thankfully, she has books. And writing. Suddenly, the stories 
she makes up in her head might save her, when everything else around her, including friendships, school, family, is falling apart.
Author Tori Sharp us with her on a journey through the many commonplace but complex issues of fractured families, as well as 
the beautiful fantasy narrative that helps her cope, gorgeously illustrated and full of magic, fairies, witches and lost and found 
friendships. Graphic Novel-Family-Divorce-Separation-Imagination-Fantasy Age 10+

22. Kitty Quest: Graphic Novel (Phil Corbett)   $16.99   $15.30
Dog Man meets the Lord of the Rings in this laugh-out-loud graphic novel debut about two aspiring adventurers who face off 
against startling ghosts, rampaging monsters and bumbling wizards! This is the perfect new read for fans of Captain Underpants, 
Dog Man and The Simpsons! Woolfrik and Perigold are two down-on-their-luck cats in need of some extra cash, so they’ve 
decided to become professional monster slayers - except they don’t know the first thing about it! So when a huge beast starts 
rampaging through the town, they are put to the ultimate test. But the monster is just the beginning of their worries, because 
someone even more troublesome is pulling its strings. So even though they’ve never been in a battle - or even gone on a real 
quest before - it’s up to these cats to save the day and prove they’ve got what it takes to be heroes.Graphic Novel-Humour Age 7+ 

23. Last Kids On Earth #1: Thrilling Tales From The Treehouse: Graphic Novel (Max Brallier)   $16.99   $15.30
The first ever graphic novel in the New York Times bestselling The Last Kids on Earth series, now with over 5 million copies in print 
worldwide and an Emmy Award-winning Netflix Original series Includes SIX brand new Last Kids stories by Max Brallier, featuring 
full-colour artwork by Anoosha Syed, Xavier Bonet, Lorena Alvarez, Jay Cooper, Christopher Mitten and The Last Kids on Earth 
series illustrator Douglas Holgate! When a vicious monster attacks the tree house (rudely interrupting board game night!), our 
human heroes and their monster pals must decide who is brave enough to battle the beast alone. The only way to choose? An 
epic, end-of-the-world STORY SHOWDOWN! Jack launches into an epic, totally-heroic, super rad story of one of his many post-
apocalyptic adventures. Soon, Quint, Dirk, June and Skaelka, and even Globlet regale the group with sometimes outrageous, 
often hilarious details of their action-packed escapades during the monster-zombie apocalypse. The challenge is on. Who will 
claim the ULTIMATE VICTORY? Graphic Novel Age 8+
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24. Lightfall #1: Girl And The Galdurian: Graphic Novel, The (Tim Probert)   $19.99   $18.00
For fans of Amulet and middle grade readers who love sweeping worlds like Star Wars, the first book of the Lightfall series 
introduces Bea and Cad, two unlikely friends who get swept up in an epic quest to save their world from falling into eternal 
darkness. Deep in the heart of the planet Irpa stands the Salty Pig’s House of Tonics & Tinctures, home of the wise Pig Wizard 
and his adopted granddaughter, Bea. As keepers of the Endless Flame, they live a quiet and peaceful life, crafting medicines and 
potions for the people of their once-prosperous world. All that changes one day when, while walking through the woods, Bea 
meets Cad, a member of the Galdurians, an ancient race thought to be long-extinct. Cad believes that if anyone can help him 
find his missing people, it’s the Pig Wizard. But when the two arrive home, the Pig Wizard is nowhere to be found-all that’s left is 
the Jar of Endless Flame and a mysterious note. Fearing for the Pig Wizard’s safety, Bea and Cad set out across Irpa to find him, 
while danger fights its way out of the shadows and into the light. Will these two unexpected friends find the beloved Pig Wizard 
and prevent eternal darkness from blanketing their world Or has Irpa truly seen its last sunrise. Graphic Novel-Fantasy-Quest-
Teamwork-Friendship-Anxiety Age 8+

25. Magic Tree House Graphic Novel #1: Dinosaurs Before Dark: Graphic Novel 
(Mary Pope Osborne And Kelly Matthews)   $16.99   $15.30
The #1 bestselling chapter book is now a graphic novel! Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. Get whisked back in time in the magic tree 
house with Jack and Annie! The #1 bestselling chapter book is now a graphic novel! Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. Get whisked 
back in time in the magic tree house with Jack and Annie! Where did the tree house come from? Before Jack and Annie can find 
out, the mysterious tree house whisks them to the prehistoric past. Now they have to figure out how to get home. Can they do it 
before dark...or will they become a dinosaur’s dinner? For the first time in graphic novel--live the adventure again in the very first 
Magic Tree House book, with new art from comic artists Kelly and Nichole Matthews! Graphic Novel Age 8+

26. Measuring Up: Graphic Novel (Lily Lamotte And Ann Xu)   $16.99   $15.30
Twelve-year-old Cici has just moved from Taiwan to Seattle, and the only thing she wants more than to fit in at her new school 
is to celebrate her grandmother, A-ma’s, seventieth birthday together. Since she can’t go to A-ma, Cici cooks up a plan to bring 
A-ma to her by winning the grand prize in a kids’ cooking contest to pay for A-ma’s plane ticket! There’s just one problem: Cici 
only knows how to cook Taiwanese food. And after her pickled cucumber debacle at lunch, she’s determined to channel her inner 
Julia Child. Can Cici find a winning recipe to reunite with A-ma, a way to fit in with her new friends, and somehow find herself too. 
Graphic Novel-Culture-Identity-Taiwan-Migration-Friendship-Cooking-Own Voice Age 9+

27. My Own World Graphic Novel (Mike Holmes)   $22.99   $20.70
Nathan is always alone. Stuck with four siblings and bullies he can’t shake off, being alone shouldn’t be as easy as it is. But his 
sisters think he’s a pest. (That doesn’t bother Nathan-the feeling is mutual.) All Nathan wants to do is spend the summer with his 
big brother, Ben, but something always gets in the way. With only his vivid imagination as company, Nathan creates worlds and 
hideaways just for himself, with no siblings or bullies to bother him. But when he finds a real portal to another world, will Nathan 
finally find the happiness he always wanted? Or will his loneliness find him there too? Graphic Novel-Family-Bullying-Loneliness-
Fantasy Age 9+

28. Secret Garden: Graphic Novel, The (Mariah Marsden And Hanna Luechtefeld)   $19.99   $18.00
Ten-year-old Mary Lennox arrives at a secluded estate on the Yorkshire moors with a scowl and a chip on her shoulder. First, 
there’s Martha Sowerby: the too-cheery maid with bothersome questions who seems out of place in the dreary manor. Then 
there’s the elusive Uncle Craven, Mary’s only remaining family - whom she’s not permitted to see. And finally, there are the 
mysteries that seem to haunt the run-down place: rumours of a lost garden with a tragic past, and a midnight wail that echoes 
across the moors at night. As Mary begins to explore this new world alongside her ragtag companions - a cocky robin redbreast, 
a sour-faced gardener, and a boy who can talk to animals - she learns that even the loneliest of hearts can grow roots in rocky 
soil. Given new life as a graphic novel in illustrator Hanna Luechtefeld’s whimsical style, The Secret Garden is more enchanting 
and relevant than ever before. Graphic Novel-Magic-Healing-Friendship Age 9+

29. Trubble Town #1: Squirrel Do Bad: Graphic Novel (Stephan Pastis)   $19.99   $18.00
From the creator of the New York Times best-selling Timmy Failure series comes a laugh-out-loud, heartwarming, full-color 
graphic novel series about a quirky town and its even quirkier residents - just right for young readers looking for longer books. 
Wendy the Wanderer has lived in Trubble Town her whole life but never had the chance to go exploring. For this reason, she 
thinks she was definitely misnamed. Her dad likes to know where she is to make sure she’s safe, so she’s never been anywhere on 
her own. Then, her dad leaves on a trip and the babysitter doesn’t reinforce all the usual rules. Or any of the usual rules! Suddenly, 
Wendy is free to do what she wants, and what she wants is to live up to her name ... and find Trubble. Turns out, there’s lots going 
on in Trubble Town. As she encounters endearingly goofy animals and hilariously hapless townsfolk, Wendy’s very first adventure 
takes more twists and turns than she could have ever expected. She learns some really valuable life lessons and even teaches a 
few of her own. Graphic Novel Age 6+

30. Underground: Graphic Novel (Mirranda Burton)   $29.99   $27.00
Why would a wombat be registered for war? It’s 1965, and an old Tattersalls barrel starts rolling marbles to randomly conscript 
young Australian men to fight in the war in Vietnam. Melbourne housewife Jean McLean is outraged, as are her artist friends Clif 
and Marlene Pugh, who live in the country with their wombat, Hooper. Determined to wreck the system, Jean forms the Save Our 
Sons movement’s Victorian branch, and she and her supporters take to the streets to protest. Meanwhile, in the small country 
town of Katunga, Bill Cantwell joins the Australian Army, and in Saigon, young Mai Ho is writing letters to South Vietnamese 
soldiers from her school desk. And when Hooper’s call-up papers arrive, he mysteriously goes underground... As these stories 
intersect in unexpected ways and destinies entwine, a new world gradually emerges - a world in which bridges of understanding 
make more sense than war. This stunning graphic novel, full of empathy, courage and resistance, is based on true events. War-
Vietnam War-Empathy-Courage-Resistance-Graphic Novel Age 14+ 
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